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ON SOME OPEN PROBLEMS CONNECTED
 
WITH THE DISCONTINUITY OF CLOSED AND
 

DARBOUX FUNCTIONS
 

HELENA PAWLAK AND RYSZARD JERZY PAWLAK! 

ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove some theorems and 
signal some open problems connected with the possibility 
of the construction of discontinuous and closed Darboux 
function. 

Klee V. L. and Utz W. R. in [6] showed that if f : X ~ Y 
(where X and Yare arbitrary metric spaces) is connected and 
compact and Xo is a local connectedness point of X, then Xo 

is a point of continuity of f. Generalizations of this result are 
contained in papers [2, 11, 12]. T. R. Hamlett in paper [3] 
proved that if f is a closed, connected and monotone transfor
mation defined on a T3-space, assuming its values in some com
pact Tl-space, then f is continuous. H. Pawlak in [8] showed 
that if f : Rn ---+ Rm is a closed function, then f is contin
uous if and only if the image of each segment is a connected 
set. Similar problems are investigated in [9] and [10]. Some 
results which are connected .with the continuity of connected 
(Darboux) functions defined and assuming their values in some 
topological spaces are contained in [5]. 

Questions connected with the possibility of constructing dis
continuous and closed Darboux functions arise from the prob
lems discussed in the above papers. These problems will be the 
object of considerations in the present paper. Unfortunately, 
not all the questions that can be formulated when this subject 

1 Supported by KBN research grant PB 691/2/91. 
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is analyzed can be answered by us. Therefore, besides the 
theorems, we shall signal open problems whose solutions can 
constitute a very interesting complement to mathematicians' 
knowledge of the continuity (and discontinuity) of Darboux 
transformations. 

We shall use the standard notions and notations. In particu
lar, by I we denote the unit interval with the natural topology 
To, and by N we shall denote the set of all positive integers. 

We say that f : X ---+ Y (where X and Yare arbitrary 
topological spaces) is a Darboux (closed) function if f( C) is 
connected (closed) for each connected (closed) set C eX. 

We say that f : X ---+ Y is nowhere constant at Xo if, for any 
neighbourhood V of xo, f(V) contains at least two elements. 

The closure (in the space X) and cardinality of a set A will 
be denoted by c1x(A) and card(A), respectively. 

The smallest cardinal number m such that each open cover 
of a space X has an open refinement of cardinality ::;m is called 
the Lindel;;! number of the space X and is denoted by l(X). 

A topological space X is called paracompact if X is a Haus
dorff space and each open cover of X has a locally finite open 
refinement. 

Let X be a connected topological space. We say that a is an 
exploding point of X relative to x E X if {x} is a component 
of X \ {a} and there exist open sets U and V such that x E U, 
a E V and U n V = 0. 

A pair (Y, e), where Y is a topological space and e:X ---+ Y 
is a homeomorphic embedding of X in Y such that e(X) is 
a dense set in Y, is said an extension of the space X. In 
the sequel, by an extension of X we shall mean not only the 
pair (Y, e) but also the topological space Y in which X can be 
embedded as a dense subspace. Let Y be an extension of X; 
the set Y \ ~(X) is called the remainder of the extension Y. 

Let XI,Yi be subspaces of the topological spaces X and Y, 
respectively, and let 11 : Xl ---+ Yi. We say that a function 
I : X ---+ Y is a d- extension of 11 if I1(x) = f(x) for each 
x E Xl. 
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The results included in the papers cited before imply that 
each closed Darboux function f : I ---+- I is continuous. The 
theorem b'elow will show that the natural topology of the seg
ment [0,1] can be extended to a topology T so that there exist 
discontinuous closed functions 9 : I ---+- ([0,1], T) which are 
Darboux functions. 

Theorem 1. There exists a topology T defined in [0, 1] finer 
than the natural topology of a line 10 such that ([0,1], T) is 
a connected and Hausdorff space which possesses the Lindelof 
number 1([0,1], T) == No, such that any closed and Darboux 
function f : I ---+- I considered as a function f : I---+-( [0, 1], T) 
is closed, Darboux and discontinuous at each point where it is 
nowhere constant. 
One can choose the topology T in the way that any closed Dar
boux junction 9 : I ---+- ([0,1], T) , such that g(I) == [0,1], is 
discontinuous. 

Proof: Let T be the topology of type of Hashimoto ([4]) gen
erated by the base: 

B == {U \ A : U E 10 /\ card(A) ~ No}. 

Of course, T is finer than To, and so, ([0,1], T) is a Hausdorff 
space. 

Infer now that: 

each interval !{ c [0,1] is a connected subset of the space ([0,1], T). 

From the above we ,have: 

• ([0,1]), T) is a connected space, 
• each Darboux function	 j : I ---+- I considered as a func

tion assuming its values in ([0, 1], T) is a Darboux func
tion, too. 

We shall now show that 

(1)	 1([0,1], T) = No. 

So let R = {V,} sES be a family consisting of sets from T such 
that [0,1] = UsES v,. Then, for any s E S, there exist families 
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of sets {Uh}heHs E To and {Ah}hEHs such that card(Ah) < No 
for h E H s and ~ = UhEH$(Uh \ Ah ) (8 E S). From the com
pactness of I we infer that there exist hi E H Si (i = 1, ... ,n) 
such that 

n 

(2)	 UUhi == [0,1]. 
i=l 

The countable sets Ahi are paired with the sets Uhi (i == 1, ... ,n). 
Remark that Uhi \ Ahi C ~i E R (i == 1, ... ,n), which, 

according to (2), means that 
n 

(3)	 card([O, 1] \ U~i) ~ No· 
i=l 

From the last observation and the fact that R covers [0,1] it 
follows that there exists a sequence {~k}~l such that [0,1] \ 
Ui=l ~i C U~l ~k· This means that 1([0,1], T) ::; No. On 
the other hand, the family {[O, 1] \ {2~ : n = 1,2, ... } U 

{(2n~1' 2n~1) : n == 1,2, ... } C T is a cover of [0,1] and does 
not contain a finite subcover; consequently, equality (1) takes 
place. 

Let now f : I ~ I be an arbitrary closed Darboux function 
(so, f is a continuous and closed function). 

Hence, by the above observations, it is easy to see that 
f : I ~ ([0,1], T) is a closed Darboux function. So, sup
pose that Xo E [0, 1] is a point such that f is nowhere constant 
at Xo. This means that there exists a sequence {xn}~=l such 
that liIIln-+oo Xn == Xo and f(x n ) =I f(xo) (for any n == 1,2, ... ). 
Consider the set V == [0,1] \ {f(xn ) : n == 1,2, ... }. Thus V 
is a T-neighbourhood of f(xo) such that, for any To- neigh
bourhood U of Xo, j(U) \ V =I 0. This remark proves that 
f : I ~ ([0, 1], T) is discontinuous at Xo. 

Now we shall show the second part of this theorem. First, 
we remark that ([0,1], T) is not regular. Indeed, if A == {~ : 
n == 1,2, ... }, then A is a T-closed set and 0 ~ A. It is not 
difficult to see that, for any T -open sets U and V such that 
oE U and A C V, we have U n V =f 0. The above fact proves 
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that, by the well-known theorem of Michael! ([7]), the second 
part of the theorem is true. 

Note first that this theorem cannot be strengthened by re
placing the equality 1([0, 1], T) == No with the inequality 
1([0, 1], T) < No. For then ([0, 1], T) would be a compact space, 
and thus ([1], Corollary 3. 1. 14, p. 169) T == To. However, the 
following problems remain unsolved: 

Problem 1. Can one introduce in the interval [0,1] a topolo
gy T (finer than the natural topology of the segment) in such a 
way that ([0,1], T) is a topological space "close to a compact s
pace" (for example, paracompact) such that any closed Darboux 
function f : I ~ I considered as a function f : I ~ ([0,1], T) 
is a closed and discontinuous Darboux function q 

One can also raise the question in a somewhat weaker ver
SIon: 

Problem 2. Can one find, for any closed Darboux junction 
f : I ~ I, a topology T such that ([0,1], T) is a space "close to 
a compact space" (for example, paracompact) such that 
f : I ~ ([0,1], T) is a closed and discontinuous Darboux func
tion? 

Problem 3. Is it possible to define a topology T such that 
([0,1], T) is a Ti-space for i > 2 and a theorem analogous 
to Theorem 1 holds (with the eventual omission of the require
ment that 1([0,1], T) = No) '? 

One can also formulate a very general question: 

Problem 4. Do there exist a paracompact (or normal) space 
X and a closed and discontinuous Darboux function f:I ~ X? 

1Paracompact is an invariant of closed and continuous functions. 
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In the case when the domain of the transformations consid
ered is not equal to I, the above question is answered in the 
affirmative, which is stated in Theorem 3. 

Previously, we were dealing with the situation where the 
functions under consideration were defined on the unit interval 

. I. At present, we shall examine the case when the transfor
mations considered take values in I. 

Theorem 2. Let X be a continuum having an extension X* 
with a one-point remainder {xo}, such that X* has an explod
ing point with respect to Xo. Then there exists a closed Darboux 
function f : X* -i' I which is discontinuous at Xo. 

Proof:. By the letter a we denote an exploding point of X* 
with respect to Xo. Then, let U be a neighbourhood in X* 
of Xo such that a fi clx*(U). Denote U* = (c[x*U) \ {xo}. 
Let ebe a homeomorphic embedding of X in X*. Thus the 
set F = e-1(U*) = e-1 (cle(x)(U)) is closed in X. Moreover, 

let x E e-1(a). Of course, x rt. F. There exists ([l],Theorem 
3.1.9) a continuous function TJ : X -i' I such that TJ(x) == 0 and 
"l(z) = 1 for z E F. Define f : X* ---+ I in the following way: 

f(t) == {TJ(e- 1 
(t)) if t i= xo, 

0 if t = Xo. 

It is not difficult to see that 

(4) fle(x) is continuous 

Now, we shall show that f is a closed function. 
Indeed. Let !{ be a closed set in X*. Then [{ n e(X) is a 

compact subset of the space e(X), so the set f(!{ n e(X)) = 
f,e(x)(!{ ne(X)) is, according to (4), compact in I. The above 
fact proves that the set 

f(!{ n e(X)) if Xo f!: !(, 
f(K) = { f(K n e(X)) U {OJ if Xo E K 

is closed in I. 
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Now, we shall show that 1 is a Darboux function. 
Indeed. Let C be a connected subset of X*. Consider two 

cases: 
1°. Xo f/:. C. Therefore C is a connected subset of the subspace 
e(X); so, by (4), j(C) == Ile(x)(C) is a connected set. 
2°. Xo E C. Then either C == {xo} (and so, I(C) == {O} is 
connected) or a E C. Of course, we consider only the case 
when C is different from a singleton. Thus there exists an 
element p E U* n C. Therefore j(p) == 1. 

We shall show that 

(5) f( C) == [0,1]. 

Conversely, assume that there exists a E (0,1) such that f-l(a)n 
C == 0. Put A == {x E C \ {xo} : f(x) < a}, B1 == {x E 
C \ {xo} : f(x) > a} and B == B1 U {xo}. Then C == A U B 
where A and Bare nonempty separated sets in X*, which con
tradicts the connectedness of C. The contradiction obtained 
proves (5), and thus the fact that f is a Darboux function. 

Of course, f is discontinuous at xo. 

Note that the assumption of the compactness of the space X 
(used in the proof essentially) does not allow one to obtain an 
extension of X* being a Hausdorff space. Indeed, if X* were a 
T2-space, then e(X) would be a closed subset of the space X*, 
thus ~(X) would not be a dense set in X*, which contradicts 
the supposition that X* is an extension of X. 

The following questions arise from this observation. 

Problem 5. Under what thypothesis (weaker than compact
ness) concerning a space X can one prove a theorem analogous 
to Theorem 2q 

Problem 6. Assume that X is a connected and locally com
pact space. Under what additional assumptions concerning a 
space X does there exist a connected AlexandrofJ compactijica
tion X* such that a theorem analogous to Theorem 2 holds? 
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The next problem we are going to consider in this paper 
concerns the possibility of a d-extension of a homeomorphism 
to a closed and discontinuous Darboux transformation. 
At present, we shall prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 3. Let X be a non-singleton, locally connected met
rizable continuum and let Xo EX. Then there exist a locally 
connected continuum Xl and a locally connected and connected 
paracompact space X 2J such that X is a subspace of Xl and 
X 2 and, for any homeomorphism h : X ~ X, there exists a 
d-extension h* : Xl ~ X 2 of h such that h* is a closed and 
Darboux function discontinuous at Xo. 

Proof: ..Let {xn}~=l be an arbitrary sequence of elements of 
X such that X n =I- Xo (n E N) and limn~oo X n = Xo. 

Put Xl = X U ({xn : n E N} x (0,1]). Define the topology 
Tt in Xl generated by the neighbourhood system: 

Bt(x) == {{xn } X ((x' - ~,X' + ~) n (0,1]) : mEN}
 
if x == (xn , x') E {xn } x (0,1] for some n E N,
 

B1(x) = {K(x, ~) U UxnEK(x,~)( {xn } X (0, ~)) : m 2:: mx } if
 
x E X\ {xo},
 

B1(x) = {K(x, ~) U UxnEK(x,~)( {xn } X (0, 1]) : mEN} if
 
x == Xo
 

where !{(x, c) denotes the open ball in X and, for any x E 
X \ {xo}, the symbol mx denotes a positive integer such that 
~~ < p(x, xo) (by the letter p we denote the metric in X). 

Let X 2 = XU{(h(xn ) : n E N} x (0,1]). Define the topology 
T2 in X 2 generated by the neighbourhood system: 

B2 ( x) == {{h(X n ) }} x ((x' - ~, x' + ~) n (0, 1]) : mEN}
 
if x = (h(x n ), x') E {h(x n )} x (0,1] for some n E N,
 

B2 = {K(h(x), ~) U Uh(xn)EK(h(x),~)( {h(xn )} x (0, ~)) : m E
 
N} if x E X.
 

To simplify the notation, we shall write Xi instead of 
(Xi,Ti) (i = 1,2). It is not difficult to see that Xi (i = 1,2) is 
a connected and Hausdorff space. 
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Now, we shall prove that Xl is compact. So, let {~}tET 
be an open cover of Xl. Thus there exists a finite sequence 
t l , t2 , • •• , tp ET such that X C Uf=l ~i. Assume, for instance, 
that Xa E ~l. There exists an integer N such that {xn } x 
(0,1] C ~l' for n ~ N. Let {nl' ... ,ns} = {n EN: n < N}. 
Let ki (for i = 1, ... ,s) be a positive integer such that {xni } X 

(0, l) C Uj=l ~j and k = max{ki : i = 1, ... ,s}. Hence Xl \ 
U}=l vt j C Ui=l {xni } x [t,l]. Of course, the set Ui=l {xni } X 

[t,l] is compact in Xl, so there exists {tp+1 , tp+2 , ••• ,tp+q } C 

T such that Uf=l {xni } X [t,l] C U;=l vtp+j • This means that 
{~l' · .. , vtp+q } is a finite subcover of the cover {V;}tET. 

At present, we shall show that X 2 is a paracompact space. 
So, let {Ws}sES be an arbitrary open cover of X 2 - Thus there 
exists a finite sequence 81, ..• ,Sl E S such that X c U}=l WSj • 

Assume, for instance, that h(xa) E WSl • Let rna be a pos
itive integer such that K(h(xo), ~J U UxnEK(xo'~o){h(xn)} X 

(0, ~o) C WSl • Let {h(xnl ),··· ,h(xnt )} = {h(x n ) : n E N} \ 
]((h(xo), ~o). Let fri (for a fixed i E {I, ... , t}) be a positive 

real number such that (h(xni ), fri) E U}=l WSj and, moreover, 
let Sy (for any y E X 2 ) be a fixed element from S such that y E 
WSy. Then, for f3 = (h(xn),p) E ({h(xn)} x (0,1]) \ U}=l WSj ' 

assume that: 

Thus the family {3,e} of open sets is a refinement of {Ws } sES. 

Let no be a fixed positive integer and let 

Then there exists a finite sequence {z;~, ... ,z;:no} consist

ing of elements of the segment Ino ' such that Ino C U}=l WSj U 
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uf:l'3z;? It is easy to see that {WSj : j = 1, ... , I} U 

U~=l {3z;i : i = 1, ... ,qn} is a locally finite open (cover of 
X 2 ) refinement of {Ws}sES. 

Moreover, one can notice that Xl and X 2 are locally con
nected spaces. 

Define a function h* : Xl ~ X 2 by letting: 

We remark that h* is a Darboux function. Indeed. Let C be 
an arbitrary connected set in Xl. In the case when en X = 0, 
h*(C) is, of course, connected. So, let en X =f:. 0. Thus en X 
is a connected set. Let {kn } be a sequence of positive integers 
such that ({Xkn } X (0,1]) nC f: 0. (It can happen that the 
set of all these kn is empty). Therefore ({Xkn } X (0,1]) n C = 
{Xkn}n(O,akn > (n = 1,2, ... ), whereby the symbol (O,akn > 
we understand an interval open or closed on the right. Then 
h*(C) = h(C n X) U Uk n ( {h(Xk )} X (0, ak > is connected. n n 

Now, we shall show tht h* is a closed function.. 
Let !< be an arbitrary closed set in Xl and suppose that 
c1x2(h*(!<)) \ h*(!{) =f:. 0. Let Zo E c1x2(h*(!{))\h*(I{) and let 
{Zq }qEE C h*(!{) be a net such that Zo = limqEE Zq. Moreover, 
let h*(to) = Zo and h*(tq ) = Zoo for u E E and too E !{. 

Consider the following cases: 
10. There exists 0"0 E E such that Zq E X for any 0" ~ 0"0. Then
 
too E X (u 2:: 0"0) and to E limqEE too; cosequently, Zo = h*(to) E
 
h*(I{), which is impossible.
 
2°. There exists a subnet {Zq}qEEI C X 2 \ x.
 
Thus there can happen two cases:
 
2a). There exists O"~ E E' such that Zq E {h(x no )} n (0,1] for
 
0" ~ O"~, 0" E E', and for some no E N. Thus Zo E ({h(xn )} X
 

(0,1]) U {h(xn )}, which means that to E liIIlqEEI t q , thus to E K
 
and, similarly as above, we can show that Zo E h*(!<).
 
2b). Assume that 2a) does not hold. Then Zo = h*(xo) and,
 
as is easy to see, to E limqEEI tq , so Zo E h*(!{).
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The contradictions obtained prove that h* is a closed func
tion. Of course, h* is discontinuous at Xo. 

In connection with this theorem, it seems interesting to pose: 

Problem 7. Can one prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 3 
in such a way that X 2 is "closer to compactness" (for exam
ple: locally compact), with an eventual weakening of the re
quirements concerning the space Xl ? 

One can also consider some "weaker problem": 

Problem 8. Do there exist, for a non-singleton locally con
nected continuum X and any homeomorphism h : X ~ X, 
spaces X1,X2 "close to compactness" such that X is a subspace 
of Xl and X 2 and there exists ad-extension h* : Xl ~ X 2 of 
the function h such that h* is a discontinuous and closed Dar
boux function? 
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